Abstract-Testing multithreaded code is hard and expensive. A multithreaded unit test creates two or more threads, each executing one or more methods on shared objects of the class under test. Such unit tests can be generated at random, but basic random generation produces tests that are either slow or do not trigger concurrency bugs. Worse, such tests have many false alarms, which require human effort to filter out.
I. INTRODUCTION
General-purpose processors manufactured today have multiple cores, and the projections are that the number of cores will be increasing. To harness these cores for speeding up their applications, developers now write parallel code, typically using a multithreaded, shared-memory programming style. However, writing multithreaded software is notoriously difficult, as the same code can have different behavior for different thread interleavings. Additionally, testing multithreaded software is expensive because it requires (1) writing appropriate test code, (2) exploring (many) thread interleavings of this test code while checking oracles, and (3) inspecting oracle violations.
Most research on testing multithreaded software [1] - [6] has focused on improving approaches for step (2)-exploring thread interleavings and checking generic oracles. These approaches typically do not generate test code but only explore the given test code for various thread interleavings and apply generic oracles checking for bugs such as data races, atomicity violations, non-determinism, or nonlinearizability [2] , [7] - [12] . If an interleaving violates an oracle, a potential bug is reported to the developer. These approaches have shown a lot of promise in finding real bugs. However, they require to be given test code as input, and they can produce a lot of false alarms.
Automatically generating unit test code for multithreaded software could greatly ease testing of such software. While many techniques have been proposed for automated generation of test code for sequential software, e.g., random generation of unit tests for object-oriented software [13] - [15] , they do not directly apply to multithreaded software. Namely, test code for multithreaded, object-oriented software needs to create one or more objects that are shared among multiple threads and to invoke methods on these objects; putting arbitrary test code for sequential software into multiple threads rarely creates enough sharing to trigger concurrency bugs.
A basic random generation of multithreaded tests [2] can achieve sharing by first creating an object sequentially using a randomly selected constructor and then invoking in several parallel threads randomly selected methods on this object. Unfortunately, this generation has two major problems. First, it can take a lot of machine time to explore the generated test code, because the total number of thread interleavings grows exponentially with the number of threads and sharing among threads. Second, it can take a lot of developer time to inspect the reports generated by violations of generic oracles for multithreaded tests, because such oracles can create a lot of false alarms (e.g., on the order of ten false alarms to one true bug report, as shown in Section V). This paper makes three contributions. A novel technique for generating efficient multithreaded tests that are effective at triggering concurrency bugs: We propose BALLERINA, a novel technique for automated random generation of efficient multithreaded unit test code. BALLERINA takes as input a class under test and a set of its methods, and generates as output multithreaded tests that are both efficient and effective at triggering concurrency bugs. The key idea is to minimize parallel execution to reduce the time needed for exploring it, without sacrificing the bug-triggering capabilities. The minimal possible configuration for multithreaded unit tests is two threads that each execute a single method under test. Combining this minimal configuration with basic random generation would miss many real-world concurrency bugs. Instead, BALLERINA prepends the minimal parallel suffix with a more complex sequential prefix that "grows" the object(s) under test, creating the conditions necessary to trigger bugs in the parallel suffix.
BALLERINA focuses on bugs that can be triggered by two threads. This suffices for almost all real-world concurrency bugs: a recent study [16] of 96 concurrency bugs in large C/C++ applications (MySQL, Apache, Mozilla, and OpenOffice) found that only two bugs require at least three threads; in other words, 94 out of 96 bugs can be reproduced with only two threads.
After BALLERINA generates multithreaded tests, it needs to explore and check them. Exploration is orthogonal to generation, so BALLERINA could use stress testing [3] , randomized thread interleavings [17] - [20] , and/or systematic exploration [3] , [6] , [21] . Our BALLERINA implementation uses Java PathFinder (JPF) [6] . For checking, our implementation uses linearizability [2] , [22] , which intuitively reports a violation whenever a thread interleaving produces a behavior that cannot be produced in any linearized test execution where all methods execute atomically. We chose linearizability because it can find real concurrency bugs [2] .
Clustering oracle violations for faster inspection: While some linearizability violations show true bugs, other violations are false alarms. For example, the Apache Pool can throw ConcurrentModificationException in some concurrent scenarios but does not throw this exception in a corresponding sequential execution. This behavior is a linearizability violation, but it is clearly specified in the Pool documentation, so it is a benign violation, not a true bug. Ideally, a perfect oracle would not report this behavior, but all known generic oracles for multithreaded software create false alarms, e.g., 90% of reported data races are benign [23] .
BALLERINA alleviates the problem of false alarms using clustering. We build on the idea of clustering failures for sequential code [24] - [29] : first, reports are split into clusters with similar failures that are likely to be either all false alarms or all true bugs; then, rather than inspecting the reports in an arbitrary order, the developer can inspect them by selecting from different clusters. BALLERINA performs clustering based on concurrently executing methods under test and the type of failure.
Evaluation: We evaluate BALLERINA on 14 real-world bugs from six popular codebases: Groovy, JDK, JFreeChart, Apache Log4j, Apache Lucene, and Apache Pool. We compare BALLERINA with basic random generation of multithreaded tests of six different sizes (based on the number of threads and methods). We consider four different exploration approaches (CHESS-like preemption bounding [3] , exhaustive stateful search used in JPF [6] , stateless search [21] , and parallelized test execution) and measure the cost of exploring 1 Figure 1 . API for the GenericObjectPool class from Apache Pool generated tests to find a bug. Compared to basic random generation of minimal tests (two threads, each with one method), BALLERINA finds more bugs (13 vs. 3). Compared to basic random generation of larger tests (two or more threads, each with two or more methods), tests generated by BALLERINA trigger the bugs substantially faster, 2X-10X on average.
We evaluate the effectiveness of our clustering technique for both BALLERINA and the basic random generation. For some cases, there are no false alarms, i.e., all reported violations are true bugs. For some other cases, there can be a large number of false alarms. Without clustering, the developer would need to sift through a large number of reports (e.g., dozens) to find a true bug. Our clustering reduces inspection time: the developer needs to inspect a small number of reports (e.g., 3-4) to find a true bug.
Using BALLERINA, we found three previously unknown bugs in the widely used Apache Log4j and Apache Pool. Two bugs were confirmed and fixed [30] , [31] , and the third is still under investigation [32] .
II. EXAMPLE
To illustrate how BALLERINA works, we use the example of testing a class from the Apache Pool library. The library provides several classes that implement pools, i.e., collections of objects that can be shared among several threads. Figure 1 shows declarations of several methods from the GenericObjectPool class. The constructor takes a Factory that creates objects for the pool, and sets the maxActive number of objects in this pool. Clients of this class first obtain an object from the pool (borrowObject), then work with this object, and finally return it back to the pool (returnObject). The methods clear and evict remove from the pool all idle objects (i.e., those not currently borrowed) and all objects that satisfy certain criteria, respectively. The class also has a large number of getter and setter methods, but we show only those for maxActive.
The GenericObjectPool class is highly concurrent. Because a number of clients can be invoking the pool methods from different threads, GenericObjectPool does not globally lock the entire pool for each method but rather uses fine-grained locking so that a number of methods proceed concurrently.
Suppose that we want to test how GenericObjectPool behaves when clients call various methods from multiple threads. It is easy to apply BALLERINA to generate multithreaded unit test code for GenericObjectPool. We instruct BALLERINA to test this class and its methods listed in Figure 1 . We also provide a simple factory class, because PoolableObjectFactory is an interface, and any test would need to provide a concrete class.
Generating Tests with BALLERINA: BALLERINA randomly generates tests, each of which consists of two parts. The sequential prefix creates an object under test (OUT), in our example a GenericObjectPool object, and invokes several methods on that object. The parameter values for the methods are randomly generated, by creating other helper objects as necessary. The parallel suffix creates two threads that each execute only one of the given methods on the OUT created in the sequential prefix. The test execution will explore multiple interleavings of these two threads. Figure 2 shows an example test generated by BALLERINA. The OUT is var4. Its constructor sets maxActive to 1. After var4 is created, addObject is invoked on it. Both the parameter value (1) and the method call (addObject) are required to bring var4 in a state where a bug is triggered by the parallel suffix. In the parallel suffix, the threads t1 and t2 invoke borrowObject and evict, respectively, on var4. We also show var2 generated by BALLERINA, although it is not necessary to trigger the bug in this case.
Executing the BALLERINA Tests: BALLERINA uses known techniques to explore different thread interleavings of generated tests [3] , [6] , [21] and to check for potential bugs using linearizability [2] . For example, exploring the test from Figure 2 with CHESS-like exploration (preemption bound of two) [3] finds a non-linearizability violation: executing borrowObject and evict atomically succeeds but executing them concurrently deadlocks. BALLERINA presents to the user a report with this test and its interleaving.
Real Unknown Bug: Our inspection of this example indeed revealed a previously unknown bug in GenericObjectPool, which the Pool developers confirmed and fixed after we had informed them. The analysis shows that triggering this bug requires a particular, non-trivial pool state and execution condition, as described by the Pool developers: "[...] whenever maxActive is about to be attained by a borrowObject with one idle instance in the pool, if one thread does a borrow while the evictor is visiting the idle instance, the borrowing thread will stall until another thread does a borrow or return." [30] . Such state cannot be created with a trivial sequential prefix, and having a more complex parallel suffix would increase the exploration time to find the bug.
Comparison with Basic Random Generation: Exploring many thread interleavings for a given test is expen- Figure 2 . A test generated by BALLERINA that triggered an unknown bug sive [4] , [6] . The cost is increasing with the number of threads and the number of shared memory accesses in each thread. BALLERINA minimizes this cost by generating the minimal possible parallel section, two threads with one method each. In contrast, consider basic random tests that would have three or more threads and/or execute more than one method per thread. These tests would have more thread interleavings and would be slower to explore when they trigger no bug. However, it is not clear a priori that they would take more time to trigger the bug (because testing more methods at once could increase the chance to trigger the bug). In our example of GenericObjectPool, experimental results (Section V) show that BALLERINA tests trigger the bug about 5X faster than basic random tests with two threads and two methods each, while other configurations with more threads or methods are even slower.
Report Clustering: To reduce the time for inspecting reports, BALLERINA introduces a novel report clustering based on the methods under test that execute at the point of failure and the type of failure. The intuition is that similar reports are likely to be either all false alarms or all true bugs. Our evaluation shows that, for GenericObjectPool, both BALLERINA and basic random tests can generate up to hundreds of false alarms for each true bug, which would require that the developer inspects a large number of false alarm reports to find a true bug, rendering the tool impractical. With our clustering technique, however, the developer needs to inspect only three or four false alarms before finding a true bug report.
III. GENERATING TESTS
We next describe how BALLERINA generates multithreaded unit tests for a given class under test (CUT) and a set of methods. Each test consists of two parts: a sequential prefix that creates an object under test (OUT) with a CUT constructor and potentially calls some methods on the OUT sequentially, and a parallel suffix that calls two methods on the OUT concurrently.
A. Generating Sequential Prefix
BALLERINA modifies the Randoop algorithm [14] to generate the OUT in the sequential prefix. In general, Randoop takes as input a set of classes under test and generates sequential tests that have random sequences of method calls to these classes. Randoop broadly but sparsely covers states of objects from these classes. Even when given only one CUT, Randoop sparsely covers states of objects of that class, e.g., calling methods on many objects but not necessarily calling many methods on one object. In contrast, we want BALLERINA to more densely cover states of objects for the one given CUT. To that end, we modified Randoop to focus the generation on one OUT for each sequence and to "grow" such objects across various sequences. Figure 3 shows the pseudo-code for the relevant part of the Randoop algorithm (adapted from [14] ) and the BALLERINA addition highlighted (lines 8, 11, 12, 13) . The algorithm maintains a collection of method sequences. For each sequence that can create one or more objects of the CUT, BALLERINA tags exactly one OUT. Some sequences create no objects of the CUT but only objects of other classes, such as SimpleFactory in the example from Figure 2 . In that case, there is no OUT, but such sequences are still useful, because they can be used as parameters for methods in sequences that do have an OUT.
In lines 6 and 7, Randoop randomly chooses a method m (whose parameters have types τ i ), some sequences seqs that can create method parameters, and expressions e i for these parameters (e.g., a variable such as var0, or null if no object of a type is available, or constants for primitive types). In line 9, Randoop generates a new random sequence newSeq by appending sequences for parameters and adding a new call newV ar = m(e 1 . . . e n ); it then checks that the new sequence does not fail with uncaught exceptions.
BALLERINA additionally selects and/or updates the OUT. In line 8, if the receiver has the CUT type, then BALLERINA does not randomly select the expression for that parameter but selects the OUT from the appropriate sequence. Thus, the OUT from the sequence seqs(1) is enhanced by calling the method m(τ 1 . . . τ n ) on it, and the same object becomes the OUT for the newly created sequence newSeq in line 11. In line 12, BALLERINA creates a new OUT when m is a CUT constructor or a static method returning objects of the CUT type. If a method both returns an object of the CUT and has the receiver of the CUT type, then the OUT is the receiver. Effectively, this favors enhancing the state of OUT, as opposed to creating a new OUT.
While BALLERINA aims to create diversity of states for objects of the CUT, it also avoids redundant states that would only increase testing time but not the chance to find bugs. In line 13, BALLERINA checks if the new OUT was already generated by another sequence. Randoop has a similar check but for the objects produced by the last method call in the new sequence, while BALLERINA focuses on the OUT.
To illustrate, recall Figure 2 and consider the sequence that consists of the first three (constructor) calls-call it S. Assume that var4 is the OUT for S and further that BALLERINA randomly selects the method addObject. The only parameter (i.e., the receiver) is of the type GenericObjectPool, which is the CUT. If BALLERINA selects the sequence S for that type, it then selects the OUT var4 (rather than var2) as the expression for that parameter.
B. Generating Parallel Suffix
After generating a collection of sequences, BALLERINA uses them to generate multithreaded tests by adding code for the threads. For a parallel suffix, BALLERINA first randomly selects two methods from the given set. The selection is not uniform but based on the number of method parameters of the CUT type. We call these parameters CUT-parameters. A method that has two or more CUT-parameters is twice as likely to be selected than a method that has one or zero CUT-parameters. The intuition for this bias is that methods with more CUT-parameters have more interactions between the objects of the CUT and are thus more likely to trigger concurrency bugs. Of the methods in Figure 1 , none has more than one CUT-parameter, so they are all equally likely to be selected; for the example in Figure 2 , BALLERINA selected borrowObject and evict.
After selecting two methods, BALLERINA randomly selects parameters for these methods. BALLERINA first randomly selects from the collection one or two sequences with an OUT to use in the sequential prefix. BALLERINA uses two sequences if any of the two selected methods has two or more CUT-parameters; otherwise, it uses one sequence. We call these sequences selected sequences. For our running example with borrowObject and evict, there is one selected sequence, which ends with var4.addObject.
BALLERINA next selects the expressions for the parameters of the two methods. If a parameter type is the CUT, BALLERINA randomly selects the OUT from one of the selected sequences. Otherwise, BALLERINA randomly selects an object of the appropriate type from the selected sequences (because those sequences can have other objects besides the OUT) or, if there is no such object, BALLERINA selects a sequence from the entire collection. In our example, each (receiver) parameter for borrowObject and evict is from the CUT, and thus BALLERINA selects var4, resulting in the test shown in Figure 2 .
IV. REPORT CLUSTERING BALLERINA uses linearizability [2] , [22] 
the thread interleaving that was executed up to the failure, (3) the stack trace for each thread, including the executing methods (i.e., the methods under test that were executing at the point of the failure), and (4) the type of failure (deadlock or an exception, including the class of the exception, e.g., NullPointerException or ConcurrentModificationException). In general, all these pieces could be used to determine failure similarity.
BALLERINA uses only the executing methods and the type of failure to determine similarity. Our experiments show that these two pieces of information already provide excellent results for clustering failures of automatically generated multithreaded unit tests. More specifically, BALLERINA splits the failures into clusters such that all failures in one cluster have (1) the same set of executing methods under test (i.e., the allocation of methods to threads does not matter) and (2) the same type of failure. Note that several reports from the same test can end up in different clusters, and reports from different tests can end up in the same cluster. Indeed, while (deterministic) sequential tests can have only one outcome (pass or fail), a multithreaded test can have different outcomes for different thread interleavings, some of which may be false alarms while others are true bugs.
Splitting reports into clusters is the first step in using clustering; the next step is determining the sampling strategy [24] , [27] for inspecting reports from the clusters. A common sampling strategy [24] , [27] , which we also use, is to randomly order clusters and visit them in a round-robin fashion, randomly selecting one report for inspection from each cluster. Another strategy, specific to the multithreaded code, would be to inspect the failures in a cluster in the order in which the test exploration produced them. We found that the latter strategy does not provide better results than the former because two consecutive failures have similar thread interleavings and thus are likely to be either both false alarms or both true bugs.
V. EVALUATION
We evaluate BALLERINA on 14 real-world bugs from six popular codebases: Groovy, JDK, JFreeChart, Apache Log4j, Apache Lucene, and Apache Pool. Figure 4 shows the following information about each bug: the application name, the bug ID that we will use in the rest of the paper, the issue ID from the application's issue-tracking system, the number of lines of code in the application, the class under test, its number of lines of code, the number of methods we give BALLERINA to test, and the type of bug. We chose the methods to test among the more complex methods in the CUT, simulating how an expert developer of multithreaded code would use her intuition to focus the BALLERINA tool.
Our evaluation addresses these three research questions: RQ1: Do tests generated by BALLERINA find more bugs and/or find bugs faster than tests generated by basic random generation? A basic random test has T threads, each executing M methods under test; it is not obvious which T ×M configuration works the best, so we evaluate six: 2×1, 2×2, 2×3, 3×1, 3×2, and 3×3. For basic random, the sequential prefix randomly chooses a constructor (and its parameter objects) for the OUT, while BALLERINA also has up to three method calls on the OUT; both potentially have more method calls for the other objects used as parameters. RQ2: Does the speedup provided by BALLERINA vary for different exploration approaches? We consider CHESS-like preemption bounding [3] , exhaustive stateful search used in JPF [6] , stateless search [21] , and parallelized test execution. The reason for considering multiple exploration approaches is that there is no established best approach. RQ3: Does our clustering technique reduce the effort of inspecting violations reported by exploration of tests generated by BALLERINA and basic random generation?
To compare the exploration cost of tests, we use the number of transitions executed by stateful JPF while exploring the state space and the number of execution paths for the stateless exploration based on re-execution. This is consistent with previous studies on exploration costs [17] , [34] , [35] . We do not use the actual real time from JPF because we conducted the experiments on a computing cluster that has machines with different hardware. Note that we compare cost to explore not to generate tests, because generation cost is about the same for various techniques and often much smaller than exploration cost.
Both BALLERINA and basic random generate tests using random selection. To check how the results vary for different random seeds, we evaluate both BALLERINA and basic random using 200 seeds.
A. Answering RQ1 Figure 5 shows the cost that CHESS-like preemptionbounded exploration [3] incurs to find a true bug for tests generated by BALLERINA and basic random. For each bug we show seven box plots, one for BALLERINA (BLR) and six for configurations of basic random generation. Figure 4 . Basic statistics about the tested code and bugs. Issue ID is from the respective bug database.
BALLERINA median for the respective bug. For example, for Pool#14 (a new bug we found in Pool), the median of 2×2 is about 5, which means it is about 5X slower (not faster) than the median of BLR. Note that some values are out of bound, in which case we show the smallest of the five values that is out of bound. For example, for Pool#14 and 2×2, the next value that is missing is upper quartile (and it is 16). In some cases a technique does not find the bug, which is marked with 'not found' (but we still show the exploration cost for the generated tests). For example, for Pool#14, the tests generated by 2×1 do not find the bug.
The tests generated by 2×1 miss eleven out 14 bugs, while tests generated by 3×1 miss five out of 14 bugs. In contrast, BALLERINA and all other configurations miss only one out of 14 bugs (JDK#4). Triggering this bug requires that the object state has a special string format that is unlikely to be created by any random generation. More specifically, triggering the bug requires a call to the readConfiguration(InputStream ins) method; the ins parameter can come from a string, but it needs to be in the java.util.Properties format, as specified by the readConfiguration documentation. Thus, using a random string like "Hi!" does not suffice, and Randoop does not randomly generate strings like "x.level=FINE".
Tests generated by BALLERINA can find more bugs than tests generated by simple basic random configurations (2×1 and 3×1).
We next turn to comparing the costs for the basic random configurations that find the same bugs as BALLERINA. Figure 5 shows the distribution of costs over random seeds. We can see that the cost for BALLERINA is often lower than the cost for basic random, although there are individual scenarios when basic random is faster than BALLERINA, e.g., for Pool#14, the min whisker of 2×2 is close to 0, whereas the max whisker of BALLERINA is close to 4. To summarize the comparison into one number, we compute the arithmetic mean cost across random seeds (whereas box plots show median values). Figure 6 shows the mean exploration cost for all bugs and compared configurations. For now we discuss the left half of the table, for CHESS-like preemption bounding. We tabulate the mean number of transitions that exploration of tests generated by BALLERINA take to find the bug, and the slowdown of basic random configurations (computed as the ratio of their mean over the mean for BALLERINA). The last row shows the average slowdown, computed as the geometric mean. The cells marked with 'n/f' represent cases when a configuration does not find a bug.
For the basic random tests with two threads, the configuration that finds the bugs fastest on average is 2×3, and not 2×2 as one might expect. The reason is that 2×3 executes six methods per test, whereas 2×2 executes only four, and while exploration of a given 2×2 test is faster than a given 2×3 test, 2×3 has a higher chance of finding a bug. The individual slowdown of these configurations over BALLERINA ranges from 1.3X (for JDK#2 and 2×2) to 11.1X (for JDK#3 and 2×2). For two cases, Groovy#1 and Log4j#6, 2×2 and 2×3 even find a bug faster than or as fast as BALLERINA (and their speedup is reflected as "slowdowns" of less than or equal to 1.0). Triggering these bugs does not require complex object state, just parallel calls to the buggy pair of methods. In fact, these are two bugs that even 2×1 can find, because they are so simple to trigger.
The basic random tests with three threads are quite slow, with average slowdown of over 8X compared to BALLE-RINA. Considering the large cost of tests with three threads and the recent study [16] which found that only two of the 96 real-world concurrency bugs in large C/C++ applications require at least three threads to trigger, we believe that focusing BALLERINA on two threads is the right trade-off. If the programmer wants to look for bugs with three or more threads, she would first run fast tests with two threads and only later run the slower tests with three threads.
Tests generated by BALLERINA find bugs faster than tests generated by basic random configurations (which find the same bugs), on average 2.6X-10.4X. 
B. Answering RQ2
We now look at how stable the BALLERINA speedups are over basic random for various types of exploration. So far we have considered CHESS-like, preemption-bounded exploration [3] . We consider three additional settings: exhaustive stateful search with partial-order reduction used by default in JPF [6] , stateless search [21] , and parallelized test execution where the tests are executed on several cores at once. We chose these settings as they are representative of what currently available tools like JPF or CHESS do. For parallelized test execution, we simulate what happens with four and eight cores, because these are the typical configurations for the current Intel i7 processors. For space reasons, we show only the mean values, not full box plots. Figure 6 shows the results for CHESS-like and exhaustive JPF explorations. We have discussed the results for CHESSlike exploration. The results for exhaustive JPF exploration are similar. The absolute number of transitions required to find the bug is higher than for CHESS-like exploration, but BALLERINA still maintains its relative speedup over all basic random configurations. The average speedup is even somewhat larger (e.g., 3.3X vs. 3.0X for 2×2). Note that the Pool#13 bug is found by preemption-bounded exploration but not by exhaustive JPF exploration. This is due to the interaction of JPF's partial-order reduction (POR) and linearizability checking. Because JPF's POR could also affect the CHESS-like exploration, we turn off POR for this exploration; turning POR off for the exhaustive exploration would result in excessively high JPF runtime. We reported this behavior to JPF developers, and to the best of our knowledge, it did not affect any other experiment. Figure 7 shows the results for stateless exploration based on re-execution. While JPF checkpoints and restores states to explore thread interleavings, stateless case considers an exploration that would re-execute the test to explore various thread interleavings, e.g., CHESS [3] or ReEx [35] tools do so. The left half of the table shows the exploration cost as the number of paths that the tool would need to execute for various tests to find the bug, while the right half shows the exploration cost as the number of transitions on these paths. These measures are commonly used to compare stateless techniques [35] . Again, exploring tests generated by BALLERINA is faster than exploring tests generated by basic random, but the average speedup is smaller than for stateful explorations. Note that stateless exploration by itself is slower than stateful for our experiments, and Pool#12 does not even finish in a reasonable time for stateless. Figure 8 shows the results for exploring the generated tests in parallel, on four and eight cores. Note that we do not parallelize exploration of one test at a time but rather explore in parallel several tests at once. Each test is explored with a CHESS-like preemption bounding as in Figure 5 . The first part of the table shows the speedup that this parallelized test execution achieves over execution on one core for tests generated by BALLERINA. The average speedup is superlinear (4.4X on 4 cores and 9.3X on eight cores). This is not surprising for search problems [36] , because the search finishes as soon as one core finds the bug. The second part of the table shows the slowdown of the tests generated by basic random compared to the tests generated by BALLERINA, when run on the same number of cores. Comparing the average slowdown to the case for one core (Figure 6 ), we find that BALLERINA performs even better than basic random when test execution is parallelized (e.g., for 2×3 the slowdown is 2.6X on one core, 3.0X on four cores, and 3.4X on eight cores). This is important as the availability of multi-core processors means that test executions in the future are likely to be parallelized.
Tests generated by BALLERINA find bugs faster than tests generated by basic random configurations for a variety of different exploration approaches.
C. Answering RQ3
Since reports of linearizability violations can be false alarms or true bugs, developers need to inspect a number of reports before finding a true bug. Figure 9 shows how our clustering helps with reducing the number of inspections. For each bug and several test generation configurations (the results are similar for the configurations not shown), we tabulate the ratio of false alarms to true bugs before clustering ('fa/tb'), the number of clusters that our technique computes, the expected number of inspections with clustering (computed as the arithmetic mean of 50 random orderings of reports), and the ratio of the expected number of inspections without clustering over the expected number of inspections with clustering. Effectively, the latter ratio shows the benefit that our clustering provides over the base case with no clustering, and the last row shows the geometric mean average of this benefit.
The improvement ranges from 1.0 (when there are no false alarms and hence the number of inspections is exactly one both with and without clustering) up to 244.0X (for Pool#13 and 3×2). Note that the number of inspections with clustering is never worse than the number of inspections without clustering for tests generated by BALLERINA.
Our clustering technique reduces the number of inspected reports for tests generated by both BALLERINA and basic random generation, on average 4X-8X.
D. Threats to Validity
Internal threats: We conducted our experiments with the default settings of JPF (version 6.0). As explained in Section V-B, we encountered an incompatibility of JPF's POR and linearizability checking for Pool#13, but to the best of our knowledge, it did not affect any other experiment. However, changing other JPF settings could affect the results that we obtained.
External threats: The code under test and bugs that we use are from a variety of sources and diverse in terms of the statistics shown in Figure 4 . However, we cannot guarantee that they form a representative sample of bugs in multithreaded Java code. To mitigate the limitation of using one particular exploration, we evaluated BALLERINA with four different explorations.
Construct threats: We measure exploration cost with the number of transitions (and paths for re-execution) instead of real time. This is common in previous related studies [17] , [34] . We measure inspection effort with the number of reports which is a proxy for human time. This is common in previous related studies [24] , [27] .
Conclusion threats: The number of random seeds (200 for generation and 50 for clustering) that we used may not be sufficient to accurately characterize real distribution of these random processes.
VI. RELATED WORK
There is a rich body of work on random test generation for sequential code [14] , [37] , [38] , including combinations with static analysis [15] , [39] , symbolic execution [40] , and search-based techniques [13] , [41] , [42] . Our BALLERINA technique utilizes Randoop [14] and modifies it to more densely cover states of objects for the given CUT. Related to this, techniques based on adaptive random testing [43] - [45] use various measures for object distance to generate more divergent test inputs. However, unlike those projects, BALLERINA generates tests for multithreaded code.
For finding bug-triggering interleavings in multithreaded code, numerous techniques have been proposed, including static [46] and dynamic approaches [47] , and their combination [33] , [48] . Randomized thread scheduling and statistical fault localization have also shown promise in testing parallel code [17] - [20] . However, all those techniques assume that the test code is provided and only explore provided tests. In contrast, BALLERINA automatically generates multithreaded tests that can expose bugs. BALLERINA also employs search for linearizability violations, inspired by Line-Up [2] .
Environment generation for multithreaded code is related to generation of test code. For example, Tkachuk and Rajan [49] , [50] automatically generate driver and stub for the system under test based on formal specification of the system properties. BALLERINA does not require the user to explicitly provide formal specifications but uses random testing to generate driver code and uses linearizability as an implicit specification for the CUT. BALLERINA also clusters failures to reduce the number of inspections of false alarms.
Researchers have proposed different techniques for clustering failing runs. Most previous work clusters failures based on execution profiles from monitored runs. Podgurski et al. use feature selection to train clusters based on execution profiles, which are used to group similar failures [24] , [27] . Jones et al. combine fault-localization information with profiles to cluster failing tests [25] . Yoo et al. incorporate human expert knowledge into clustering [28] . Zheng et al. use statistical methods to find super-bug predictors in multiple faults setting [29] . Different from the previous work, our clustering technique focuses on grouping failures of multithreaded tests based on the methods executing in parallel and the type of failure.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
Testing multithreaded code is becoming more important but remains challenging and costly. Automated testing can help to reduce the costs, but most research focuses on automated exploration of thread interleavings for manually written test code. We have presented BALLERINA, a novel technique that automates generation of multithreaded unit test code. We have also presented a technique for clustering failures of automatically generated multithreaded tests. The experiments with 14 bugs show that BALLERINA can trigger bugs substantially faster than basic random generation, and that our clustering can greatly reduce the number of test failures that need to be inspected to find a true bug. Our experiments exposed three previously unknown bugs, two of which were already fixed. While random generation showed promising results, it would be useful to consider a more guided search for test generation.
